The negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy color center in diamond (NV) has attracted wide interest as a spin-based quantum memory that can be initialized, manipulated, stored, and measured optically 1 . Spatially separated NVs can interact via photons 2 , and entanglement between two proximal NVs was recently demonstrated 3 . Coupling NVs to dielectric nanocavities can significantly improve the efficiency of coherent transitions via the NV zero phonon line (ZPL). To this end, cavities have been fabricated using hybrid material approaches 4 , as well as using poly-crystal 5 and single-crystal diamond 6, 7 .
Recently, to utilize the superb NV quantum properties of bulk single-crystal diamond 8 , some of us proposed triangular nanobeam designs and prototyped free-standing devices with Focused Ion Beam milling (FIB) 9 . Subsequently, such beams were also realized by Burek et al (Ref. 10) using an angular dry etching approach 11 which enables photonic crystal nanocavities. Here, we present an expanded design to produce spatially scalable networks of cavities connected via triangular nanobeams 7 suspended by diamond waveguide support structures. We experimentally demonstrate such suspended cavitywaveguide structures using a novel fabrication process that employs a high-quality monocrystalline silicon mask with excellent spatial resolution of apertures down to 25 nm, position precision of less than 2 nm, and high (over 99:1) selectivity in diamond etching.
Such nanocavities realized in diamond would also enhance other color centers, such as the silicon-vacancy recently shown to have narrower ZPL with significantly less spectral diffusion than the NV. 7, 11 As shown in Fig. 1a , the diamond waveguide -oriented in the z-axis -has a triangular profile in the xy plane with height H and width W. A lattice of rectangular holes with cross sections W x ×W z in the z-direction produces a 1D photonic crystal (PC). As shown previously 9 , introducing a defect in this periodic structure forms a cavity. Here, we consider a defect region in which the lattice constant increases parabolically from a 0 in the cavity center to a in the waveguide regions, according to a N =a 0 +(N/N 0 ) 2 ×k×a for |N|≤ N 0 =7 , as shown in Fig. 1b . 12 We used 3D Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (3D-FDTD) simulations to optimize cavities for high quality factor (Q) and low mode volume (V m ). Under this parabolic model, we found an optimal Q/V ratio for a 0 =0.9a and k=0.1.
The cavity Q is limited by the upward (+!) photon losses (our simulations show that the upward intensity loss is 5-20 times larger than downward loss). Fig. 2a1 ).
Post mask etch, patterned Si membranes were removed from the SOI substrate via an undercut in 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF) for 15 minutes. This undercut was facilitated by square etch holes as seen in Fig. 2a . The HF was slowly diluted with DI-water, and the masks were steered from the etched substrate with a directed water stream, and each was encapsulated in a separate droplet on a Teflon substrate. The droplets were then evaporated at 60°C leaving millimeter-scale mask sitting on Teflon (see Fig. 2a-3 ).
Bringing the diamond sample into contact with the mask resulted in electrostatic attraction, transferring the mask from the Teflon to the diamond. Mask-diamond conformity was achieved through several cycles of mask refloat and drying with a methanol droplet released from a pipette on the diamond surface (see Fig.2a-4 ).
Post transfer, the diamond was etched using an inductively coupled oxygen plasma etcher (ICP) at flow rate of 14 sccm, working pressure of 3 mTorr with ICP and RF powers of 1000 W and 60 W, respectively, and a sample temperature of 60°C. The sample was first etched orthogonally to the surface with an etch rate of 0.375 µm per minute (see Fig.2a-4 ). The vertical etch was followed by an angular dry etch in a aluminum-made triangular Faraday cage 10 with rectangular base of 20 mm×12.7 mm and 6.4 mm high. The sample sitting in cage's center is exposed to the plasma through 6 aluminum mesh with 750 µm pitch of 250 µm thick aluminum interwoven wires. To achieve more than 1 µm beam separation from the substrate (see Fig. 2a-5 ), the diamond was etched for 17 minutes as described above. Finally, the silicon mask was removed in KOH solution at 110°C for 1 h, leaving freestanding diamond beams (see Fig. 2a-6 ).
This Si hard-mask fabrication strategy is based on well-developed Si processing and so provides high resolution. Moreover, it ensures uniform coverage of the diamond surface while bypassing the challenges of fabricating on small diamond samples. Masks as large as 1.75 mm × 1.75 mm were transferred onto bulk diamond. Moreover, the diamond was only exposed to oxygen plasma during the dry etch step while avoiding other processing steps associated with electron beam lithography directly on diamond to minimize possible sources of diamond contamination that could degrade the spin and optical properties of NVs.
In The asymmetry in the base angles of ~3° is produced by ±5° angular misalignment between the mask and the cage.
We produced cavities with the values of the lattice constant a=220-240 nm, and
W=2a for the parabolic modulation and linear heterostructures presented earlier (Fig. 1a) .
In both cases, the defect region was cladded with 22 periods of air holes on both sides. We characterized these cavities by confocal spectroscopy, using an air objective with NA=0.9, 532 nm laser (0.2 mW of power in the laser focus spot and beam waist of w 0~2 50 nm) to excite native NV centers in the diamond whose fluorescence was used to pump the nanobeam's cavity modes. The excitation beam was circularly polarized, and fluorescence was collected through a polarizing beam splitter with a quarter waveplate used to remove polarization dependence of the collection. The fluorescence was spectrally filtered by 532 nm notch and 560 nm long pass filters, and spatially filtered by coupling into a single mode fiber. The signal was then detected by a silicon avalanche photodiode (APD, Perkin Elmer). Fig. 3b shows the spectrum of a characteristic parabolic cavity with a=240 nm and W x,z =(0.5W, 0.3a), indicating a quality factor of Q~3,060 at a wavelength of λ=762 nm. Wider air holes (W x,z =0.5W,0.5a) realized on a separate diamond sample (with higher surface roughness) resulted in an experimental quality factor of Q~2,100 in the heterostructure cavity (see Fig. 3c ), and a Q~1,200 for the parabolic cavity (see Fig. 3d ) at the NV ZPL wavelength (λ=638 nm) for a=240 nm.
The measured resonant wavelengths show close correspondence to FDTD simulations of the ideal nanobeam cavity (θ=45°). However, the measured average Q factors (ranging from 700 to 3000 depending on the design and the mode) are significantly lower than the values predicted by simulations for the lowest cavity modes (see Fig. 3c ). We associate these higher losses and wavelength shifts with the non-ideal triangular beam profile, the asymmetry in the mask alignment that impacts cavity geometry, and surface defects on the Type-IIa diamond (see island-like substrate defects in Fig. 2a-6 ). We speculate that these quality factors could be increased in higher-purity diamond with lower surface roughness (Ra < 5 nm). We note that despite similar Qs, higher order cavity modes are usually delocalized from the cavity center, thus having higher mode volumes and nodes where emitters should not be placed. This may be an important consideration in NVcavity interaction.
To create large-scale circuits while maintaining structural stability, we implemented a tapered support bridge structure 13 We also introduce a design with supports on only one side of the nanobeam waveguide (Fig. 4a) , which produces less perturbation on the waveguide mode. 4b. This transmission data show that the optimal taper shape is not necessarily similar across different etch angles. The taper parameters must be reoptimized for θ varying considerably from 45°. Still, even without optimization, transmission over 85% is achieved. Fig. 4c shows the fabricated support structure for W s =200 nm. This structure is mechanically stable, thus enabling the fabrication of large networks.
In summary, we have shown the design of integrated waveguide-cavity networks and have fabricated the essential network elements -cavities, waveguides, and waveguide suspension structures, in CVD diamond using a mechanically transferred silicon hard-mask process that requires fewer processing steps on the diamond than previously demonstrated process 10 and enables etch selectivity 13 in excess of 99:1. The experimentally measured Q factors are in excess of 3000. The implementation of extended photonic networks in single crystal diamond is a promising platform for the realization of many individually controllable, entangled quantum memories.
After submitting this work, a preprint of a different approach towards realization of triangular nanobeams has been brought to our attention 14 . Transmission efficiencies summary after modifying θ of each of the four optimized designs (bottom) (c) SEM of supports structures with W s =200 nm.
